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Abstract

Side-channel attacks remain a challenge to information flow control and security in mobile edge devices till this date. One such

important security flaw could be exploited through temperature side-channel attacks, where heat dissipation and propagation

from the processing cores are observed over time in order to deduce security flaws. In this brief, we study how computer vision

based convolutional neural networks (CNNs) could be used to exploit temperature (thermal) side-channel attack on different

Linux governors in mobile edge device utilizing multi- processor system-on-chip (MPSoC). We also designed a power- and

memory-efficient CNN model that is capable of performing thermal side-channel attack on the MPSoC and can be used by

industry practitioners and academics as a benchmark to design methodologies to secure against such an attack in MPSoC.
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Abstract—Side-channel attacks remain a challenge to informa-
tion flow control and security in mobile edge devices till this date.
One such important security flaw could be exploited through
temperature side-channel attacks, where heat dissipation and
propagation from the processing cores are observed over time in
order to deduce security flaws. In this brief, we study how com-
puter vision based convolutional neural networks (CNNs) could
be used to exploit temperature (thermal) side-channel attack on
different Linux governors in mobile edge device utilizing multi-
processor system-on-chip (MPSoC). We also designed a power-
and memory-efficient CNN model that is capable of performing
thermal side-channel attack on the MPSoC and can be used by
industry practitioners and academics as a benchmark to design
methodologies to secure against such an attack in MPSoC.

Index Terms—multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC), ther-
mal behaviour, temperature side-channel attack, security, ma-
chine learning, convolutional neural network (CNN), deep learn-
ing, energy efficiency, memory efficiency

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, mobile devices have become an integral
part of daily life. These mobile devices are utlised to

run different types of applications, including video calling,
web browsing, gaming, navigation, and hence, energy-efficient
processing on these battery-empowered mobile devices is of
utmost importance [1], [2]. Mobile cloud computing, where
most of the computations happen in the cloud (also known
as Cloud Offloading) [3], is considered to be a potential
solution for energy-efficient processing. However, application
processing that needs privacy and security, such as banking app
and secure data storage app, is often processed on the mobile
device instead of cloud offloading. Moreover, as mobile edge
computing becomes more and more ubiquitous, security issues
in these mobile devices become more paramount. Such mobile
devices have to face hostile security threats [4]–[7] such as
physical, logical/software-based and side-channel/lateral at-
tacks. Amongst these, side-channel attack [4]–[6] is a popular
security threat due to ease of access to the physical hardware
where attacks are performed by observing the properties and
behavior of the system such as power consumption, thermal
dissipation, electromagnetic emission, etc.

Comparatively a lot less documented studies are performed
in temperature (thermal) based side channel attacks [4]–

This work is supported by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council EPSRC [EP/R02572X/1 and EP/P017487/1].

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Focus area of ResNet network on a representative graph of password:
111111

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Focus area of ResNet50 network on a representative graph of
password: passw0rd

[6] in mobile edge devices. Most of these mobile devices
come equipped with heterogeneous multi-processors systems-
on-chip (MPSoC), which consists of multiple heterogeneous
processors on a single chip, capable of processing different
types of applications to cater for performance and energy-
efficiency of the executing applications. Due to an increase
in the usage of MPSoCs [2], [8]–[13] in mobile edge devices
and a rise in studies on thermal side channel attacks [6], [14],
[15], it is crucial that side channel attacks in such platform
should be addressed with utmost importance [15].

To explore feasibility of thermal side-channel attack in a
real commercial mobile device we designed a new type of
attack which involved computer vision based Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). Among all the fields of Neural
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Network based machine learning and pattern recognition,
computer vision based Neural Networks, especially CNNs and
Deep Learning (DL) [16], [17], are well studied and mature
comparatively. Recently, CNN models have achieved high
prediction accuracy in applicative fields to solve several real-
life challenges such as traffic categorization [18], [19], human
rights violation [20], weather forecasting [21], etc. Given the
high success rate in understanding patterns, we utilized a CNN
model based attack. To perform the attack we chose 4 of
the 25 most common passwords of 2017 and 2018 [22], [23]
as surveyed by the Internet security firm SplashData. The 4
common passwords used by the user, which are chosen for
our attack, are 123456, passw0rd, 111111 and football. We
then executed AES-256 [24] encryption on a text file using
the aforementioned passwords on Odroid XU4 development
board [25] running on ondemand Linux governor and recorded
the thermal behaviour of the CPUs. We trained ResNet model
[26], a pre-trained CNN model trained on ImageNet using
transfer learning, with the graphical representation of the
thermal behaviour (as shown in Fig. 1.(a) & Fig. 2.(a)). ResNet
was able to achieve a training prediction accuracy of 46.88%
and a testing prediction accuracy of 31.99%, which means that
ResNet is able to predict the correct password, one out of every
four attempts on an average. Fig. 1.(b) & Fig. 2.(b) show the
region of interest on the graphical representation of the thermal
behaviour which is used by the CNN model to predict the
password. In order to determine whether ResNet is classifying
the thermal data based on the features of the thermal peaks, we
utilized Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-
CAM) [27] to visualize in which areas of the graphical data
the CNN was focusing on to predict the password being used
for encryption process. In Fig. 1.(b) & Fig. 2.(b), the area
highlighted (heat map) with shades of yellow/red is the active
region where the CNN is looking to determine the password
used. In the heat map, the regions range from blue to red,
where blue means least active region and red means the most
active one. The observations from the aforementioned figures
prove that visual based CNNs could be successfully utilized
to perform thermal side-channel attack and to the best of our
knowledge this is the first documented study to do so. In
summary, this brief makes the following contributions.

1) Design and explore thermal side-channel attack using
computer vision based CNN models.

2) Evaluate popular CNN models and their accuracy in
predicting password for different Linux governors.

3) Design and implementation of a power- and memory-
efficient CNN model, ThermalAttackNet, to perform
thermal side-channel attack on a real consumer mobile
device.

The main motive to design and implement a computer vision
based CNN model to perform thermal side-channel attack
is to provide a benchmark that could be used by industry
practitioners and researchers to improve security against such
an attack in mobile devices utilizing MPSoCs.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Convolutional Neural Networks and Deep Learning

A Deep Learning (DL) model [28] consists of an input layer,
several intermediate (hidden) layers, which are stacked on top
of each other, and an output layer. In the input layer, which
is the first layer of the model, the raw values of data features
are fed into it. In each of the hidden layers a mathematical
operation called convolution is applied to extract specific
features, which is then utilized to predict the label of the raw
data in the last (output) layer of the DL network. Most of the
time, if a model utilize an input layer, a hidden layer and an
output layer then the model is denoted as Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model or simply, CovNet. If such a model
uses a lot of stacked hidden layers only then it is denoted as
a DL model or Deep Neural Networks (DNN).

B. Pre-trained Networks and Transfer Learning

A conventional approach to enable training of DNN/CNN
on relative small datasets is to use a model pre-trained on a
very large dataset, and then use the CNN as an initialization
for the applicative task of interest. Such a method of training is
called “transfer learning” [29] and we have followed the same
principle. The chosen CNN models mentioned in Sec. III-C
are pre-trained on ImageNet [28]. For the proposed attack, we
have utilized the following popular pre-trained CNN models:
VGG (VGG19) [30], ResNet (ResNet152v2) [26], MobileNet
(MobileNetv2) [31] and NASNet (NASNetMobile) [32].

III. THERMAL SIDE-CHANNEL ATTACK USING CNN

A. Hardware & Software Setup for Experiments

We also chose Odroid XU4 [25] board to execute the
attack in order to verify the affect of thermal side-channel
exploitation. Odroid XU4 employs the Samsung Exynos 5422
[33] MPSoC, which is popularly used in Samsung mobile
devices, especially Samsung Galaxy S5. The Odroid XU4 is a
representational development board of Galaxy S5 smart-phone.
Exynos 5422 MPSoC contains clusters of big (4 Cortex A-
15) and LITTLE cores (4 Cortex A-7). This MPSoC provides
DVFS feature per cluster, where the big core cluster has 19
frequency scaling levels, ranging from 200 MHz to 2000 MHz
with each step of 100 MHz and the LITTLE cluster has 13
frequency scaling levels, ranging from 200 MHz to 1400 MHz,
with each step of 100 MHz.

The Odroid XU4 was running on UbuntuMate version
14.04 (Linux Odroid Kernel: 3.10.105). During the time of
performing the attack the average ambient temperature of the
room was 21°C. When we executed the attack we changed
the governor between conservative, ondemand, performance,
interactive and powersaver to study which Linux governor is
more vulnerable to such attack.

B. Dataset and CNN Model

To generate a dataset of thermal behaviour we choose 4 most
common passwords (123456, passw0rd, 111111 & football)
and used AES-256 encryption algorithm to encrypt a text file
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(a) 111111 (b) 123456 (c) football (d) passw0rd

Fig. 3. Graphical representation of thermal behavior (time interval vs temperature in °C) of encryption operation using the following passwords: 111111,
123456, football & passw0rd

using the aforementioned passwords. For each aforementioned
password the encryption was performed on the same text
file 500 times. The reason to choose AES-256 is because
of its popularity. The encryption operations were performed
on CPU 7, which is one of the big CPUs (A-15) of the
Exynos 5422 MPSoC while one of the LITTLE cores (CPU 3)
snoops the operating temperature data of the big CPU. After
the temperature data for each password were collected, we
transformed the data points into a graphical representation
in order to be fed to a pre-trained CNN for training and
prediction purposes. Fig. 3 shows the graphical representation
of the thermal behaviour of CPU 7 for 111111 (Fig. 3.(a)),
123456 (Fig. 3.(b)), football (Fig. 3.(c)) and passw0rd (Fig.
3.(d)) respectively during the encryption process.

C. Training CNN To Predict Password

We choose a pre-trained CNN model, which is trained on
1000 classes of ImageNet1, and removed the classifier module
and modified it to be able to predict our chosen classes of
password. We fine-tuned [34] the CNN model by adding a new
randomly initialized classifier (output layer), and training the
last fully connected layer by freezing all the layers of the base
model (frozen layers represented with gray colour in Fig. 4)
and unfreezing the last fully connected layer (unfrozen layers
represented with green colour in Fig. 4). Freezing the layers
mean that no updates to the weights are made in those layers
during the training process. The new output layer of the model
is then trained to take the lower level features passed through
the model network and map them to the desired output classes
(password), using optimization techniques such as stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) [35]. SGD is an iterative optimization
algorithm, which estimates the error gradient for the CNN
model during the training process and updates the weights of
the model using back-propagation [36].

IV. THERMALATTACKNET: PROPOSED CNN
ARCHITECTURE

Since, most of the pre-trained CNNs come with several
fully connected layers, using such a model consumes a lot
of memory space on the device as well as power. In order
to overcome these challenges we designed a CNN model,

1CNN model is pre-trained with 1000 different labels (classes) such as
eskimo dog, madagascar cat, cougar, lifeboat of ImageNet database.

Conv1 Conv2
Conv(n)Conv(n-1)

Thermal 
behaviour 
image

Pool 
features

New Classifier Module
(randomly initialized)

Prediction

Trained Convolutional Base (frozen) Fine-tune by continuing the 
backpropagation on target task

Fig. 4. Network architecture used for fine-tuning

named ThermalAttackNet, which performs similar to popular
CNNs (ResNet, VGG, NASNet and MobileNet), however, at
the same time consumes least power and memory compara-
tively. Given the fact that graphical representation of thermal
behaviour (as shown in Fig. 3) consists of regular temperature
peaks characterized by edges, we designed the CNN to be
able to extract such features as accurately as possible. The
architecture of ThermalAttackNet is illustrated in Fig. 5.
ThermalAttackNet consists of 6 convolutional layers (denoted
by Conv2D in Fig. 5) and we discard the fully connected
layers in favour of retaining higher resolution feature maps
at the deepest output layer. This also reduces the number of
parameters (only 48,804) used in ThermalAttackNet compared
to ResNet, VGG, NASNet and MobileNet (as shown in Table
I). In Fig. 5, it should be kept in mind that X is a variable
batch size, which will depend on the implementation of the
model, and C is the output classes, which is 4 (passwords)
in our case. Each convolutional layer (Conv2D) performs
convolution with a filter bank to produce a set of feature maps
and then an element-wise rectified-linear non-linearity (ReLU)
max(0, x) is applied. Following that, max-pooling (denoted
as MaxPooling2D in Fig. 5) is used to achieve translation
invariance over small spatial shifts in the input image. Table
I shows the comparison between ThermalAttackNet and other
popular models.

Note: ThermalAttackNet is trained on thermal dataset by
performing augmentation to the data improve its training. The
following data augmentation approaches were performed on
the dataset: Horizontal and Vertical Shift, Random Zoom &
Shear Intensity.
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Fig. 5. An illustration of the ThermalAttackNet architecture

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN MODELS BASED ON DISK SIZE AND PARAMETERS

Size Parameters
ResNet152v2 232 MB 60,380,648
NASNetMobile 23 MB 5,326,716
VGG19 549 MB 143,667,240
MobileNetv2 14 MB 3,538,984
ThermalAttackNet 0.455 MB 48,804

TABLE II
TRAINING PREDICTION ACCURACY (%) ACHIEVED BY DIFFERENT CNNS
ON DIFFERENT LINUX GOVERNORS: CONSERVATIVE (CONS.), ONDEMAND

(OND.), PERFORMANCE (PERF.)

cons. ond. perf. inter. pow.
ResNet152v2 45.875 46.875 65.625 29 41.625
NASNetMobile 26.6875 27.6875 34.25 25.8125 27.6875
VGG19 25.4375 26.1875 26 24.625 26.1875
MobileNetv2 55.625 66.0625 69.6875 42.5625 52.75
ThermalAttackNet 25 27 25.0625 25.1875 25.375

V. EXPERIMENTAL AND EVALUATION RESULTS

From the 500 graphical data for each password label,
we separated 100 graphical data for cross-validation testing
purpose. Whereas, 75% of the remaining 400 graphical data
for each password label were used for training and rest of
the 25% is used for validation during the training period.
Validation data is used to provide an unbiased evaluation of a
model fit on the training dataset while tuning hyperparam-
eters of the model. Table II shows the training prediction
accuracy and Table III shows the testing prediction accuracy
achieved by MobileNetv2, NASNetMobile, ResNetv2, VGG19
& ThermalAttackNet respectively on different Linux gov-
ernors: conservative (cons.), ondemand (ond.), performance
(perf.), interactive (inter.) & powersaver (pow.).

A. Which CNN model is best at predicting password

In Table II, we could notice that MobileNetv2 achieves the
highest training prediction accuracy of 69.6875 for perfor-

TABLE III
TESTING PREDICTION ACCURACY (%) ACHIEVED BY DIFFERENT CNNS

ON DIFFERENT LINUX GOVERNORS: CONSERVATIVE (CONS.), ONDEMAND
(OND.), PERFORMANCE (PERF.)

cons. ond. perf. inter. pow.
ResNet152v2 25.99 31.999 31 25.499 25.499
NASNetMobile 27.5 25.7499 31 29.2499 27.25
VGG19 27.75 31.4999 28.49999 25 25
MobileNetv2 30.75 25.4999 25.7499 24.5 24.75
ThermalAttackNet 25.75 26 25 25 25

mance governor, however, for the same governor the testing
prediction accuracy drops to 25.7499% (see Table III). Since,
testing prediction accuracy is more important to determine
if the CNN is able to predict accurately, based on Table III
ResNet152v2 achives the best prediction accuracy of 31.999%.
Therefore, among these compared CNN models, ResNet152v2
is best at predicting password using our proposed thermal side-
channel attack.
Which governor is least secure: From Table III it is evident
that ondemand governor is least secure among other Linux
governors if ResNet152v2 is used as model for the attack.

B. Power consumption of CNNs

The average power consumption (in Watt) during inference
while utilizing ResNet15v2, MobileNetv2, VGG19, NAS-
NetMobile & ThermalAttackNet on ondemand governor are
10.69, 9.56, 10.67, 8.79 & 7.63 respectively. Given the fact
that ThermalAttackNet is fraction of a size of popular CNNs
(see Table I) while is able to predict close to other popular
CNNs (see Table III), utilizing ThermalAttackNet for such an
attack on the device is more power efficient.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this brief, we studied the accuracy of different CNN mod-
els: ResNet15v2, MobileNetv2, VGG19 and NASNetMobile,
to predict passwords exploiting thermal side-channel attacks
for different Linux governors in mobile MPSoCs. Based on
empirical data ondemand governor is the least secure among
other Linux governors if ResNet152v2 is used as a CNN
model for the attack. We also proposed a power-efficient CNN,
ThermalAttackNet, which is able to predict passwords almost
equally as ResNet152v2 CNN, however, in a more power-
efficient manner while consuming least disk storage memory
on the device.

VII. CODE AVAILABILITY

The program codes to implement the attack and generate
the dataset could be accessed from ##Code will be provided
upon acceptance##.
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